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Abstract
Pulse height distributions were measured using a CdZnTe detector inside a lead collimator to investigate main
source producing high dose rates above the shield plugs of Unit 3 at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. It
was confirmed that low energy photons are dominant. Concentrations of Cs-137 under 60 cm concrete of the
2
shield plug were estimated to be between 8.1E+9 and 5.7E+10 Bq/cm from the measured peak count rate of
0.662 MeV photons. If Cs-137 was distributed on the surfaces of the gaps with radius 6m and with the averaged
concentration of 5 points, 2.6E+10 Bq/cm2, total amount of Cs-137 is estimated to be 30 PBq.
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I. Introduction
Ambient dose equivalent rates at the operation floor of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 3 were very
high. It was order of Sv/h at maximum at 5 m from the floor
surface. Maximum dose rate was reduced to about 200
mSv/h by removing debris, cutting and sucking of concrete
surface using remote devices. It was estimated that about 5
mm of concrete surface was removed by cutting and sucking.
The reduction rate of about 20 % is smaller from the fact that
contamination by Cs-134 and Cs-137 attached at concrete
superficially. We supposed considering the construction of
shield plugs shown in Figure 1 that Cs-134 and Cs-137
attached between gaps of 3 layers of shield plugs at which
gases including high density Cs-134 and Cs-137 leaked
through at the time of accident. If this estimation is correct,
the main component of the photon field above the shield
plug is scattered photons within 60 cm concrete. To confirm
this estimation, measurements of pulse height distribution
were performed using a CdZnTe detector inside a lead
collimator with enough shielding.

II. Detector and collimator
The collimator shown in Figure 2 was used to measure
pulse height distribution of photons emitted from small
region outside the shield plug etc. The collimator consists
with a 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm lead block. This lead block
was set inside a 2 cm thick iron container. A 0.8 cm diameter
hole is opening at a center of the lead block and a 1 cm x 1
cm x 1 cm CdZnTe detector (GR-1, Kromek1)) was set at
12.5 cm from bottom of the lead block.

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the collimator system

Figure 1: Construction of shield plug.

If 1 photon/cm2 toward the detector uniformly enters the
bottom of the collimator, numbers of unscattered photons
become as follows ;
0.662 MeV : through hole
0.503
through lead
0.000515
0.3 MeV
: through hole
0.503
through lead
1.26E-20.
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From this result, it is clear that contributions from photons
transmitting lead can be neglected.
Weight of the collimator system is about 300 kg. This
system was set at the position that the detector surface was
50 cm from the surface of the floor by using a huge remote
operating crane.

the reactor, iron shield on the floor, the spent fuel pool etc.
The measurement points are densely-arranged above the
shield plugs and their joints because high level
contamination is expected.
Measurement points and measured pulse height
distributions are shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. As
the full energy absorption peaks, corresponding to
gamma-rays from Cs-134 and Cs-137 only are detected. All
pulse height distributions show high count rates at low
energy region mainly corresponding to scattered photons.

III. Measurement points and results
24 points were selected for pulse height distribution
measurements from various environments; the shield plug of

Figure 3: Measurement points

Figure 4 :Measured pulse height distributions
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IV. Estimation of concentration of Cs-137 at the gap of
the shield plug
1. Conversion factor from peak count rates to a
concentration density
Numbers of unscattered photons from radial segmented
plane sources of Cs-137 entering to the CdZnTe detector
inside the collimator system were calculated with EGS5
Monte Carlo code2). The calculated 0.662 MeV photons
entering on the detector surface became 7.5E-09
photons/sec per Bq/cm2. The contribution of Cs-137 outside
7.2 cm from a center of the collimator was about 1 %. From
this result, an effective source radius for this measurement
can be treated as 7 cm.
A peak efficiency of the detector for 0.662 MeV photon
was 0.078 by calculating with EGS5 supposing that photons
entered normally on the detector surface and uniformly
within the collimator radius .
The conversion coefficient from peak count rates of
0.662 keV photons to a concentration density became
1.7E+09 Bq/cm2 per cps.

No.4
No. 5

IV. Conclusion
From our measurement, it can be expected that larger
amount of Cs-137 than that emitted to environment at the
time of accident exists between the gaps of the shield plugs.
This must be considered at future processes of
decommissioning of the reactor.
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Table 1 Estimated Cs-137 concentration

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Peak count
rates (cps)
32.8
7.19
23.4

8.1E+09
1.5E+10
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2. Estimation of concentration
Concentrations were estimated from the measured peak
counts rates and the obtained conversion coefficient at the
point from No.1 to No.5 which were above the shield plugs
except their joints. Results are shown in Table 1.
Concentrations varied almost factor 5 between these points
from 8.0E+09 to 5.7E+10 Bq/cm2. If Cs-137 was
distributed on the surfaces of the gaps of three shield plugs
with radius 6m and with the averaged concentration of these
5 points, 2.6E+10 Bq/cm2, total amount of Cs-137 is
estimated to be 30 PBq and is about 10 % of the estimated
total inventory of Cs-137 at Unit 33).

Point

4.72
8.67

Concentration
(Bq/cm2)
5.7E+10
1.2E+10
4.0E+10
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